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Gary’s Top Bream Fishing Tips 

• Botany Bay contains a wide diversity of habitat from mangroves to oyster beds, seagrass, flats and 
cockle beds. Bream aggregate on all of them from time to time, so move around until you find the 
fish and the techniques that work on the day. 

• Bream fishing is a year-round option in Botany Bay but you need to vary the techniques and the loca-
tions you fish to be successful. Surface activity is best in November-February. In March it’s time to 
start using soft plastics worked through to 3.5-4m deep. In winter the fish are in 4-10 m of water and 
can be targeted with blades. In spring the fish become very mobile and can be found anywhere and 
on any structure, so you’ll need to keep moving until you find them. 

• If you want to learn to consistently catch fish on lures you need to leave the bait at home. Many peo-
ple don’t persevere long enough to figure out how to use lures and switch back to soaking baits be-
fore they perfect lure fishing. Commit yourself to learning the ropes and keep at it until you do. 

• Be prepared for a by-catch of flathead, kingfish, trevally, jewfish salmon, flounder and other species 
that hang about in Botany Bay. 

Gary Brown 

Fishing Author And Sponsored Angler 

Dan Kaggelis is an accomplished sponsored 
angler who has written numerous articles 
for Kaydo Fishing World, Queensland Fish-
ing Monthly and Fish and Boat magazines. 
He’s spent a decade getting the mangrove 
jack in the Bowen area wired and now living 
in Cairns, is heavily involved in lobbying for 
recreational fishing facilities. 
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• It’s common for a hot bite to occur just before a “southerly buster”, so watch the weather and try 
and wet a line when before the change for best result. It’s best to find areas where the water runs 
(some parts of the bay don’t get much movement of water even if the tides are big). The sand bar at 
Bells Point fishes well in the current slows down after a big tidal flow. 

Garry’s Recommended Bream Fishing Gear 

• Gary is sponsored by Tackle Tactics and has been testing the Okuma gear that they now import. 

• A 7'4" 2-5kg Okuma LRF Spin rod with a Helios 30 size reel is good for longer casting over flats etc 
when the wind is low. He spools the reel with 2kg Berkley Crystal Fireline. 

• A 7ft 3-6kg Okuma LRF spin rod is better for around mangroves, around wharves and markers etc 
where it's necessary to muscle fish out of cover. Again, he uses a 30 size Helios reel, but loaded with 
4kg Berkley Crystal Fireline. 

• Gary likes either Sunline FC 100 Rock fluorocarbon leader or Berkley Vanish fluorocarbon. If the wa-
ter is clear he fishes light (1kg) and uses a 3-4m length of leader. If the water is slightly dirty he'll fish 
a 2m leader of 2-3kg fluorocarbon. A double uni know is used to attach line to leader. 

Gary’s Pick For Best Bream Lures 

• Zman 2.5" Grubz in motor oil, watermelon red or bloodworm are good. Fish them very slowly on a 
light jig head. Gary uses TT Headlockz jigs in hook sizes 2-4. These small hooks tend to find corners 
and crevasses in the small mouth of a bream and hook more fish than larger hooks. Gary prefers the 
1/60 to 1/20 oz hidden weight jig hooks from Tackle Tactics or the 1/20 to 1/12 TT Headlockz jigs for 
water to 5m in depth. 

• Tackle Tactics Blades are great in reasonably snag-free areas, even on the flats, but are especially 
good "tea bagged" in deeper water. Pick the tides though, or you'll need a big, heavy blade to reach 
the bottom and bream won't be interested. 

• Atomic Crank Hardz are prefect for fishing around structure and the various depth models give an-
glers plenty of options. 
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Episode Sponsors 

Fishing Monthly Magazines Are the smart anglers key to finding out where the fish will be biting in the 
coming months. Packed with informative, how-to fishing articles from the country’s best authors.  

Bowdidge Marine Designs has literally hundreds of boat plans available for anyone interested in making 
their own timber, plate or composite boat for 1/3 of the price of a bought boat. With forums and online 
support on tap you’ll never feel like you’re left alone to figure it out for yourself. Anyone can build a boat 
with the help of Bowdidge Marine Designs.  
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Dan’s Sponsors 

• Tackle Tactics import Okuma rods and reels and distribute Zman softplastics, TT blades and TT head-
lockz jig heads.  
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